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CHAPTER 23
An Act to revise
several Acts related to Aggregate Resources
Assented to June 20th, 1989
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HER MAJESTY,
Legislative

by and with the advice and consent of the
Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as

follows:

Definitions

1.—(1)

In this Act,

"aggregate" means gravel, sand, clay, earth, shale, stone,
limestone, dolostone, sandstone, marble, granite, rock
other than metallic ores, or other prescribed material;

"Board" means the Ontario Municipal Board;
"Commissioner" means the Mining and Lands Commissioner;
"earth" does not include topsoil and peat;

"environment" means the

air, land and water, or any combination or part thereof of the Province of Ontario;

"established pit or quarry" means a pit or quarry from which
a substantial amount of aggregate has been excavated
within the two-year period immediately before the part of
Ontario in which the pit or quarry is located was designated
under subsection 5 (2);
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"excavate" includes the preparation of land for excavation
and removal of hills, sand dunes, knolls, stones and rocks
other than metallic ores from the general surface of the
ground;

means rehabilitation in accordance with
Act, the regulations, the site plan and the conditions of
the licence or permit performed after the excavation of
aggregate and the progressive rehabilitation, if any, have
been completed;

"final rehabilitation"
this

"highway" has the same meaning as in the Public Transporta- R so.
tion and Highway Improvement Act and includes an
unopened road allowance;
"inspector" means any employee of the Ministry designated in
writing by the Minister as an inspector for the purposes of
this Act;

"land under water" means the bed, bank, beach, shore, bar,
flat or water of or in any lake, river, stream or other waterbody or adjoining any channel or entrance thereto but does
not include a waterbody resulting from excavation of aggregate below the water table;
"licence"
Act;

means a

"licensee"

licence for a pit or quarry issued

means a person who holds a

"management" means the provision
orderly development
resources of Ontario;

and

under

this

licence;

for the

protection

of

identification,

the

aggregate

"Minister" means the Minister of Natural Resources;
"Ministry" means the Ministry of Natural Resources;
"operate",

when used

"work" and includes

in relation to a pit or quarry,
all activities

quarry that are carried out on the

means

associated with a pit or

site;

"permit" means an aggregate permit or a wayside permit
issued under this Act;
"permittee" means a person

who

holds a permit;

"person" includes a public authority;

i980.
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means land or land under water from which unconsolidated aggregate is being or has been excavated, and that
has not been rehabilitated, but does not mean land or land
under water excavated for a building or other work on the
excavation site or in relation to which an order has been

"pit"

made under

subsection (3);

"prescribed" means prescribed by the regulations;
"progressive

rehabilitation"

means

rehabilitation

done

sequentially, within a reasonable time, in accordance with

Act, the regulations, the site plan and the conditions of
the licence or permit during the period that aggregate is
being excavated;
this

^

^^^^'

?n?

"public authority" means the Crown, a municipality, a local
board as defined in the Municipal Affairs Act or a local
roads board;

"quarry" means land or land under water from which consolidated aggregate is being or has been excavated, and that
has not been rehabilitated, but does not mean land or land
under water excavated for a building or other work on the
excavation site or in relation to which an order has been
made under subsection (3);
"regional municipality" includes a district municipality and
The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto;

"regulations"

means the

regulations

made under

this

Act;

means to treat land from which aggregate has
been excavated so that the use or condition of the land,

"rehabilitate"

restored to

former use or condition, or

(a)

is

(b)

is changed to another use or condition that is or
be compatible with the use of adjacent land;

its

will

"road" has the same meaning as highway;

means the land or land under water to which a licence
or permit or an application therefor relates;

"site"

"Treasurer" means the Treasurer of Ontario and Minister of

Economics;

1983,

c.

1

"zoning by-law" means a by-law passed under section 34 or 37
of the Planning Act, 1983 or any predecessor thereof and
includes an order made under clause 46 (1) (a) of the
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Planning Act, 1983 or any predecessor thereof and a land i983. c.
made under subsection 4 (1) of the Parkway R so. i980.
^'
Belt Planning and Development Act or any predecessor
thereof and includes zoning control by a development permit issued under the Niagara Escarpment Planning and R s.o. 1980,
316
Development Act.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 1, amended.
i

use regulation

The Minister may,

or her absolute discretion,
determine in cases where doubt exists, whether an excavation
site is a pit or quarry,
(2)

in

his

Determination by
Minister of
pit or quarry
in cases of

doubt

The

of the opinion that the primary purpose
of an excavation is not for the production of aggregate, may in
his or her absolute discretion by order declare that the land or
land under water on which the excavation is situate is not a pit
or quarry for the purposes of this Act.
(3)

The

Minister,

if

the matter appears to warrant it, shall
serve notice of a proposed order under subsection (3), including reasons therefor, upon the clerk of the local municipality
in which the excavation is located and, where applicable, upon
the clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the case
may be, for their information and comment.
(4)

Minister,

if

The Minister may not issue the order until the Minister
served with comments by the municipalities or thirty days
after service of the notice by the Minister, whichever occurs
(5)

Order

that

an excavation
is

not a

pit

or quarry

Notice to
""""'^^'p^'^

in

^J'^y

is

New.

first.

PARTI
GENERAL
The purposes of

2.

(a)

this

Purposes of

Act are.

to provide for the

management of the aggregate

resources of Ontario;
(b)

to control

and regulate aggregate operations on

Crown and

private lands;

rehabilitation of land from which
aggregate has been excavated; and

(c)

to require the

(d)

to minimize adverse impact

on the environment
New.

in

respect of aggregate operations.

—

3. (1) The Minister is responsible for the administration
1
r
11
of this Act and the regulations.
t

•

1

•

Administration of

Act

196
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(2) In administering this Act, the Minister

(a)

initiate

1989

may,

research related to technical matters pertain-

ing to,

the aggregate industry, including the transporand the rehabilitation of

(i)

tation of aggregate
pits

and quarries,

underground mining of aggregate, and

(ii)

aggregate excavation from beneath water;

(iii)

of geological deposits that may yield
aggregate of commercial qualities and quantities;

(b)

initiate studies

(c)

estimate from time to time the demand that will be
made for aggregate and establish policies for the
supply thereof;

(d)

collect, analyze

and publish

statistics related to

the

aggregate industry;
(e)

of aggregate and
economics and operations of the aggregate

initiate studies related to the uses

the

industry;

(f)

advise ministries and municipalities
matters related to aggregate;

(g)

initiate studies related to

abandoned

on planning

pits

and quar-

ries;

(h)

initiate studies

on environmental and

social matters

related to pits and quarries;

(i)

convene conferences and conduct seminars and educational and training programs related to pits and
quarries and the aggregate industry;

(j)

establish

(k)

employ any person to perform work in connection
with any matter mentioned in this Act; and

(1)

and maintain demonstration and experimental rehabilitation projects for pits and quarries;

consult with ministries, municipalities and agencies.

New.

Chap. 23
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4. (1) The Minister may designate in writing any
employee of the Ministry as an inspector for the purposes of
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 1 (b), amended.
this Act.

Designation
of inspectors

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
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—

An

(2)
duties,

inspector, for the purpose of carrying out assigned ^°^^^^^

(a)

may enter, at any reasonable time, any land, vessel
or business premises that is or appears to be used or
has or appears to have been used in respect of a pit
or quarry or any activity or use related to aggregate
or rehabilitation;

(b)

may

require the production of a licence, a permit,

any record or document respecting aggregate or
rehabilitation, a report or a survey and may inspect
and make copies thereof;
(c)

may, upon giving a receipt therefor, remove any
licence, permit, record or document produced
under clause (b) and make copies thereof; and

(d)

may, alone or

in conjunction with other persons
possessing special or expert knowledge, make examinations, tests or inquiries and take or remove samR.S.O. 1980, c. 378,
ples of any material.
s.

13 (1), amended.

Cop*"
inspector who makes a copy under clause (2) (c)
origireturn
the
promptly
do so with dispatch and shall
nal licence, permit, record or document.

(3)
shall

An

(4) Any copy made as provided in clause (2) (b) or (c) and
certified to be a true copy by the inspector who carried out
the inspection is admissible in evidence in any action, pro-

''*«'"

ceeding or prosecution as proof, in the absence of evidence to
the contrary, of the original licence, permit, record or docu-

ment and

its

5.—<1)
(a)

contents.

New.

This Act and the regulations apply to.

Application

aggregate and topsoil that is the property of the
that is on land the surface rights of which
are the property of the Crown;

all

Crown or

(b)

private land in parts of Ontario that have been designated under the Pits and Quarries Control Act or R

a predecessor thereof;

s^o. i980.

198
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(c)

private land in parts of Ontario that are designated

under subsection
(d)
Designation
of parts

Redesig-

parts

R.s o. 1980,
c. 378
Act binds the

all

and

(2);

New.

land under water.

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations designating parts of Ontario for the purpose of clause
(1) (c).

des'ignated

1989

R.S.O. 1980,

c.

378,

s.

2,

amended.

(3) xhe Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations redesignating the parts of Ontario that have been des-

ignated under the Pits and Quarries Control Act or a preNew.
decessor thereof.

5, Thjs Act binds the Crown except where

it

specifically

New.

states otherwise.

PART II
LICENCES

—

Licences
required

7. (1) No person shall, in a part of Ontario designated
under section 5, operate a pit or quarry on land that is not
land under water and the surface rights of which are not the
property of the Crown except under the authority of and in
accordance with a licence.

Application

(2) Any person may apply to the Minister, on a form provided by the Minister,

for licence

(a)

for a Class

A

(b)

for a Class

B

licence to excavate annually more
than 20,000 tonnes of aggregate from a pit or quarry; or

tonnes or
Idem

(3)

less

licence to excavate annually 20,000
of aggregate from a pit or quarry.

Every application for a licence must be accompanied

by,

plan referred to in section 8;

(a)

ten copies of the

(b)

licence, ten copies
if the application is for a Class
of the report referred to in section 9;

(c)

the information referred to in section 10; and

(d)

site

A

the
c.

prescribed

378,

s.

4,

application

amended.

fee.

R.S.O.

1980,

199
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of cx)pies of a site plan or of a report that ^p*"
are required to be submitted under subsection (3) may be varied, in specific situations, by the Minister.

The number

(4)

The Minister may

(5)
^

.

jj-

,

1

•

•

r

require an applicant for a licence to
L r
J
•

•

•

in such form and manner as is
considered necessary, and, until the information is furnished,
further consideration of the application may be refused.

Additional
information

furmsh additional information

New.
8.

—A

(1)

Qass

The

licence

site plan accompanying an application for a
must show,

map showing

the location of the site;

(a)

a key

(b)

a general description of the
concession lines, if any;

(c)

the shape, dimensions and hectarage of the

(d)

the use of the land and the location and the use of
the buildings and other structures within 150 metres
of the site of the pit or within 500 metres of the site
of the quarry;

(e)

the location, dimensions and use of the buildings
and other structures existing or proposed to be

erected on the

site,

including lot and

site;

site;

(f)

the location of the excavation setback limits;

(g)

the location and type of existing and proposed
fences;

(h)

the location of existing and proposed tree screens
and the species, size and types of the trees;

(i)

the location, dimensions and design of earth berms;

(j)

any

(k)

(1)

significant natural

and man made features;

the location and size of existing and proposed stockpiles of tof>soil, subsoil and overburden and the
location and size of proposed aggregate stockpile
areas;
the topography of the site including existing and
estimated final contours;

^Jj^^s"*'**'
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(m) every existing and proposed entrance to and
from the site;
existing

and proposed major roads on the

(n)

all

(o)

the water table and any existing surface water on
and surrounding the site and proposed water diversion, storage and drainage facilities on the site and
points of discharge to surface waters;
subject to available information, the

(p)

site;

location of

water wells on and within 300 metres of the

Wem

exit

site;

maximum depth of excavation and whether
intended to excavate below the water table;

(q)

the

(r)

the sequence and direction of operation of the pit or
quarry;

(s)

the progressive rehabilitation and final rehabilitation plans; and

(t)

any other necessary information respecting the
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 4 (2), amended.

it is

site.

(2) The information required under subsection (1) must be
presented in at least three separate drawings under the head-

ings,

(a)

Existing Features;

(b)

Operational Plan; and
Progressive Rehabilitation and Final Rehabilitation

(c)

Plans.
Idem

por the purpose of subsection (2), the drawings must be
any particular case, at such

(3)

at a scale of 1:2000, 1:5000 or, in

other scale as the Minister
Site plan

may

approve.

Evcry sitc plan accompanying an application for a Class
must be prepared under the direction of and certiby a professional engineer who is a member of the Asso-

(4)

A

licence

fied

ciation of Professional Engineers of Ontario, a land surveyor

who

member

of the Association of Ontario Land Surveywho is a member of the Ontario
Association of Landscape Architects, or any other qualified
A^evv.
person approved in writing by the Minister.
is

a

ors, a landscape architect
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(5)

The

licence

site

plan accompanying an application for a Class

B

must show,

map showing

the location of the site;

a key

(b)

a general description of the
concession lines, if any;

(c)

the shape, dimensions and hectarage of the

(d)

the use of the land and the location and use of the
buildings and other structures within 150 metres of
the site of the pit or within 500 metres of the site of
the quarry;

(e)

the location, dimensions and use of the buildings
and other structu'-es existing or proposed to be
erected on the site;

(f)

the location of the excavation setback limits;

(g)

the location and type of existing and proposed

site,

including lot and

site;

fences;

the location of existing and proposed tree screens
and the species, size and types of the trees;

(i)

the location, dimensions and design of earth berms;

(j)

any

(k)

significant natural

and man made features;

the location and size of existing and proposed stockpiles of topsoil, subsoil and overburden and the
location and size of proposed aggregate stockpile
areas;

(1)

the existing and estimated final elevations of the
site;

(m) every existing and proposed entrance to and
from the site;
(n)

exit

any existing surface water on and surrounding the
and proposed water diversion, storage and
drainage facilities on the site and points of discharge

site

to surface waters;
(o)

^j^^^"*
licences

(a)

(h)

201
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subject to available information, the location of
water wells on and within 300 metres of the site;

'"
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maximum depth of excavation and whether
intended to excavate below the water table;

(p)

the

(q)

the sequence and direction of operation of the pit or
quarry;

(r)

the progressive rehabilitation and final rehabilita-

it is

tion plans;

Signature

Report

the approximate scale; and

(t)

any other necessary information respecting the
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 4 (3), amended.

site.

Every site plan accompanying an application for a Class
must be in a style and manner acceptable to the
Minister and must be signed by the applicant.
(6)

B
Plans
property of
the Crown

(s)

licence

Every site plan submitted with an application under this
becomes the property of the Crown upon the licence
appUed for being issued.
New.
(7)

section

—A

9. (1) The report accompanying an application for a
licence must be signed by the author and must proClass
vide information for evaluation by the Minister,
(a)

as to the suitability of the progressive rehabilitation

and

final rehabilitation plans

having regard to the

adjacent lands;
(b)

describing the environment that may be expected to
be affected by the pit or quarry operation and any
proposed remedial measures that are considered

necessary;
(c)

describing the social and economic effects that may
result of the pit or quarry opera-

be expected as a
tion;

(d)

respecting the quality and quantity of the aggregate

on the
(e)

site;

as to the
traffic to

(f)

(g)

main haulage routes and proposed truck
and from the site;

supplementing clause 8 (1) (o);
describing the location and size of existing and pro-

posed stockpiles of

topsoil, subsoil

and overburden

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
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and the location and
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of proposed aggregate

size

stockpile areas;

(h)

respecting any planning and land use considerations;

any conclusions

setting out the rezisons for

(i)

report;

in the

and

any other necessary information respecting the

(j)

site.

Every report submitted with an application under this
becomes the property of the Crown upon the licence

(2)

section

Reports

SIT Crcwra

New.

applied for being issued.

applicant for a licence must furnish information zoning
^*^
satisfactory to the Minister describing the zoning by-laws ^
New.
applicable to the site and adjacent lands.

10.

An

—

11. (1) The Minister, upon being satisfied that an apph- ^^^. *°
-^ ' ..
muniapahties
,
cation for a licence and the documents accompanying it comply with this Act and the regulations, shall, where applicable,
serve a copy of the application and accompanying documents
upon the clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the
case may be, and upon the clerk of the local municipality in

which the

.

,

site is

•

1

•

located for their information and comment.

On the dayi that the Minister effects service under sub.,,>.,
section
the Mimster shall serve the applicant with notice
(2)

..

.

,

,,

,

!•

•

,

•

Notice by
Minister

(1),

that the applicant

(a)

must cause notice of the application,

form in two sucnewspaper or newspapers having
general circulation in the locality in which the site is
located; and

to be published in the prescribed
cessive issues of a

(b)

to be given in signs placed in the prescribed

on the

manner

site.

(3) The applicant shall notify the Minister when the publi- ^°^|^°^„
cation of the notice and the placement of the signs have been

completed.

Any person may serve upon the Minister, within fortydays after the second pubhcation of the notice under
clause (2) (a) or within such further period as the Minister
may allow, a notice of objection to the issue of the licence
applied for and the reasons therefor.
(4)

five

Notice of
objection

204
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(5)

Upon

ister shall

Notice

receipt of a notice under subsection (4), the Minprovide the applicant with a copy thereof.
New.

Any

Reference to
hearing

person

in addition, serve

(7) upon receipt of a notice under subsection (6) that, in
the Opinion of the Minister, discloses an interest in the matter
that is sufficiently substantial to warrant a hearing and is not
frivolous or vexatious, the Minister shall refer the application
and the objections to the Board for a hearing.
R.S.O. 1980,
c. 378, s. 5 (3), amended.

(8) The Minister may, on his or her own motion, refer an
application and objections, if any, to the Board for a hearing.

i<i«™

R.S.O. 1980,
What Board
m3v consider
one

hearing
1983,

who

has served notice under subsection (4)
upon the Minister, within the period
provided under subsection (4), a notice that the person
requires a hearing of the matter before the Board.
(6)

may,

hearing^

at

1989

c.

1

Matters to be
considered by
Minister

(9)

mcnt

c.

378,

s.

5 (4),

amended.

fhg Board may consider an

application for an

to any relevant planning matter referred to

amend-

under the
Planning Act, 1983 and an application referred to it under
subsection (7) or (8) at the same hearing.

it

New.

\2. The Minister in considering whether to issue or refuse
,.
in.
j
a liccnce shall have regard to,
.

(a)

the effect of the operation of the pit or quarry

on

the environment;
(b)

the effect of the operation of the pit or quarry

on

nearby communities;
(c)

any comments provided by the municipality
which the site is located;

(d)

the suitability of the progressive rehabilitation and
final rehabilitation plans for the site;

(e)

any possible

effects

in

on ground and surface water

resources;
(f)

any possible

(g)

any planning and land use considerations;

(h)

effects of the operation of the
quarry on agricultural resources;

pit

or

the main haulage routes and proposed truck traffic
to and from the site;

,

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
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the quality and quantity of the aggregate on the

(i)

site;

the recommendation of the Board under section 21
if such a recommendation is made; and

(j)

such other matters as are considered appropriate.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 6 (1), amended.

(k)

—

13. (1) The Minister may issue a licence, subject to such
conditions as the Minister considers necessary.
R.S.O. 1980,
c.

378,

6

s.

(4),

Js*"*

^

amended.

(2) Subject to section 20, the Minister may, at any time,
add a condition to a licence or rescind or vary a condition of a

ch^iges of

licence.
(3) A licensee and any municipality served with notice ^°?*^^
under clause 20 (4) (a) may provide the Minister with com- "lapsed after
ments within thirty days after service of the notice and the "o^i" by
'"^
Minister shall take no action until the thirty days have

elapsed.
E»cep»»on
(4) The Minister may take the proposed action before the
thirty days have elapsed if comments have been received from

persons notified and if the licensee waives the right under
subsection 20 (6) to require a hearing.
all

(5)

The Minister may,

70 (3), issue a licence only
zoning by-laws.

subject to subsections 69 (3) and
the site complies with all relevant

if

(6) The Minister, if in doubt as to whether there is compliance with a zoning by-law, may require the applicant to refer
the matter to the Divisional Court for a declaratory judgment

^^^
^
^
Reference to

on the matter.
'°
The Minister, on issuing a licence, shall serve a copy of ^p*^
(7)
^ '
muniapalities
«•
r
upon the clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the
case may be, and upon the clerk of the local municipality in
New.
which the site is located for their information.
,

.

It

—

,

,

1

-1

.

•

•

.

14. (1) Every licensee shall pay to the Treasurer an
annual licence fee, at a time specified by the Minister, in an
amount equal to the application fee paid for the licence or calculated by multiplying the number of tonnes of aggregate
removed from the site during the previous year by the prescribed rate per tonne, whichever is greater.

(^"""^^g^j
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Revocation

(2) If the required licence fee

is

1989

not paid, the Minister

may

revoke the licence.
No

notice or

hearing

(3) Subsections 20 (3),
revoked under subsection

Disbursal of

(4)

annual
licence fees

(5)

and

(6)

do not apply

to a licence

(2).

The prescribed percentage of

the total of the annual

licence fees collected shall be disbursed to such municipalities

and

in

such amounts, manner and for such purposes as are

prescribed.
Rehabilitation of

abandoned
pits and

The

prescribed percentage of the total of the annual
be set apart for the purposes mentioned in subsection 33 (2).
(5)

licence fees collected shall

quarries

Unpaid
licence fees

(6) Any unpaid annual licence fee is a debt due to the
Crown and may be recovered by the Crown in any court of

competent
Duties of
licensees

jurisdiction.

New.

15. Every licensee shall operate the licensee's pit or quarry
accordance with this Act, the regulations, the site plan and
the conditions of the licence.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 3,
in

s

Amendment
of

site

plans

Idem

A

(4), part,

amended.

—

16. (1) Subject to section 20, the Minister may at any
time require a licensee to amend the site plan.
New.
(2)

A licensee may amend the site plan at any time with the

approval in writing of the Minister.
s. 4 (4), part, amended.
Idem

R.S.O. 1980,

c.

378,

(3) The Minister may require any amended site plan to be
prepared under the direction of and certified by a person

referred to in subsection 8 (4).

No

action

30 days
elapsed after
until

notice

by

Minister

(4)

A

licensee

under clause 20

comments within
Minister shall

and any municipality served with notice

(4) (b) or (c) may provide the Minister with
thirty days after service of the notice and the

take

no action

until

the

thirty

days have

elapsed.
Exception

The Minister may take the proposed action before the
days have elapsed if comments have been received from
all persons notified and, in the case of a proposal to require
the amendment of a site plan, if the licensee waives the right
New.
under subsection 20 (6) to require a hearing.

Inspection
and review

17. (1) For the purpose of assessing the licensee's compliance with this Act, the regulations, the site plan and the con-

(5)
thirty

—
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ditions of the relevant licence, the Minister, at least
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once a

year,

each

(a)

shall cause

(b)

shall cause a

site

to be inspected;

review of each

tions of each licence;
(c)

site

plan and the condi-

and

comments provided by the municiwhich the site is located concerning the
licensee's compliance with this Act, the regulations,
the site plan and the conditions of the relevant
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 7 (1), amended.
licence.
shall consider all
palities in

An

inspector, upon completing an inspection of a site, ^""'".
(2)
shall prepare a written report that shall include a description [iS^or

of any practice or procedure of the licensee or any matter
related to the site that, in the opinion of the inspector, is a
contravention of this Act, the regulations, the site plan or the
conditions of the relevant licence.

during normal office hours of the ^py
^^^
Ministry, examine any report made under subsection (2) and,
upon a request therefor and payment of a reasonable fee,
such person shall be provided with a copy of the report or
extracts therefrom.
(3)

Any person may,

°'

For the purpose of each fourth review under subsection Municipal
comments
Minister shall, where applicable, request in writing every four
the
(1),
that the council of the regional municipality or county, as the y^^s
case may be, and the council of the local municipality in which
each pit or quarry is located send to him or her, within fortyfive days after receiving the request, their comments on each
pit or quarry concerning the licensee's compliance with this
(4)

Act, the regulations, the

site

plan and the conditions of the

relevant licence.

J*™
(5) If a copy of a site plan is served upon the Minister
under subsection 69 (5), each fourth review shall be calculated
from the year in which service was made upon the Minister.

New.

—

18. (1) Upon application therefor accompanied by the
j["J^*'°'
prescribed transfer fee, the Minister may consent to the transfer of a licence. R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s.l4, amended.

Any municipality served with notice under clause ^^^
20 (4) (d) may provide the Minister with comments on compli(2)

ance with

this

Act, the regulations, the

site

plan and the con-

ditions of the licence within thirty days after service of the
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notice and the Minister shall take no action until the thirty
days have elapsed or comments have been received, whichever occurs first.
Transfer of
^

'°

security

When

(3)

a licence

is

transferred, any

sum

in the rehabilita-

tion sccurity account of the transferor shall be transferred to

an account in the name of the transferee and the
and interest in that sum vest in the transferee.
Copy

to
municipalities

When

(4)

the case

(5)

may

which the

pality in

Death of

is

transferred, the Minister shall,

where

applicable, serve a copy of the licence in the name of the
transferee upon the clerk of the regional municipality or county, as

licensee

a licence

right, title

On

be, and upon the clerk of the local municilocated for their information.

site is

the death of an individual

who

holds a licence as a

sole proprietor, the personal representative of the individual

may continue to operate the pit or quarry for a period of one
year as if the licence were issued to the personal representative.

Idem

(6)

A

personal representative

under subsection

the licensee within one
Surrender of

19.

licence

—

licence

who

operates a pit or quarry
death of

(5) shall notify the Minister of the

month

thereafter.

(1)

Upon

fee

and rehabilitation

New.

being satisfied that a licensee's annual
security,

whenever payable,

have been paid before the licensee applies to surrender a
licence and that the rehabilitation has been performed in
accordance with this Act, the regulations, the site plan and
the conditions of the licence, the Minister
render of the licence.
Disposition

rehabuitation

moneys

may

accept the sur-

Any sum

remaining in a former licensee's rehabilitation
whcn the Minister accepts surrender of the
liccncc shall be paid by the Treasurer to the former licensee.
(2)

sccurity account

New.
Refusal to
issue

and

refusal to

consent to
transfer of

—

20. (1) The Minister may refuse to issue or refuse to
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378,
consent to the transfer of a licence.
s. 6 (1), part, amended.

licence

Revocation
of licences

(2) The Minister may revoke a licence for any contravention of this Act, the regulations, the site plan or the conditions

of the licence.
Notice to
licensee

R.S.O. 1980,

(3) If the Minister,

c.

378,

s.

7 (2), amended.
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refuses to issue a licence and the application has not
been referred to the Board for a hearing under section 11 or 60;

(b)

attaches a condition to a licence issued under subsection 69 (3) that adds, rescinds or varies a condition of the licence it replaces;

(c)

refuses to consent to the transfer of a licence; or

(d)

revokes a licence,

he or she shall serve forthwith notice thereof, including reasons therefor, upon the applicant or licensee.
'dem

(4) If the Minister,
(a)

proposes to add a condition to a licence after its
issue or to rescind or vary a condition of a licence;

(b)

proposes to require the amendment of a

(c)

proposes to approve the amendment of a
or

(d)

proposes to consent to the transfer of a licence,

site

plan;

site plan;

he or she shall serve forthwith notice thereof, including reasons therefor, upon the licensee and where, in the opinion of
the Minister, the matter is of importance and it is appropriate
to do so, upon the clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the case may be, and upon the clerk of the local municipality in which the site is located for their information.

Any action of the Minister under clause (3) (a), (b),
or (d) is effective as soon as the required notice is served
upon the applicant or licensee and, despite the fact that the
applicant or licensee requires a hearing by the Board, remains
effective until the Minister takes action under subsection
(5)

(c)

t"'"*

°^^^

*
^ '"^

21 (4).

An

who

served with a notice
under subsection (3) or (4) is entitled to a hearing by the
Board if the applicant or licensee, within thirty days after
being served, serves the Minister with a notice that a hearing
(6)

is

applicant or licensee

is

Entitlement
to ncdrins

required.

(7)

The

Minister,

if

(6), shall, within thirty

served with a notice under subsection
days after being served, refer the mat-

Hearing
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ter to the

Board

for a hearing.

R.S.O. 1980,

1989

c.

378,

s.

8,

amended.
Where no
earing

proposes an action referred to in clause
^^^ applicant or licensee does not require a
hearing under subsection (6), the Minister may carry out the
proposal.
New.
(g) jf the Minister

^^ ^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^^

Hearing by

21.—(1) The Board shall hold a hearing on a matter referred to it under section 11, 20 or 60, and the applicant or licensee, the Minister and such other persons as the Board specifies shall be parties to the hearing.

Procedure

hearing by the Board shall be conducted in accord(2)
ance with the rules, practices and procedures as determined
by the Board under the Ontario Municipal Board Act, except
that section 94 of that Act does not apply.

R.S.O. 1980,
347

c.

Report of
Board

A

The Board shall, at
make a report

the conclusion of a hearing under
to the Minister setting out its findings and its recommendations as to the issue involved and
shall send a copy of its report to each party to the hearing.
(3)

this section,

Decision of
Minister

Decision

After considering the report of the Board, the Minister
take such action as the Minister considers appropriate
and shall serve notice of the decision and the reasons therefor
upon the other parties to the hearing and upon any municipality served under subsection 11 (1) or subsection 20 (4), as the
case may be.
(4)

may

final

(5)
c.

Suspension of

Notice of
suspension

The

378,

decision of the Minister

9,

s.

is

final.

R.S.O. 1980,

amended.

—

22. (1) The Minister may suspend a licence for any
period of time, not exceeding six months, for any contravention of this Act, the regulations, the site plan or the conditions
of the licence, effective as soon as the notice mentioned in
R.S.O. 1980,
subsection (2) is served upon the licensee.
c. 378, s. 8 (4), amended.
(2) Notice of suspension of a licence, including the reasons
upon the licensee and, where applic-

therefor, shall be served

upon the

clerk of the regional municipality or county, as
be, and upon the clerk of the local municipality
in which the site is located for their information.
able,

the case

Further

^"^^
notice"

(3)

may

^he

notice mentioned in subsection (2) shall inform the

licensee of the period of the suspension, of the action the

licensee
will

be

desist from taking before the suspension
the suspension will be lifted as soon as the

must take or

lifted, that
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licensee has complied with the notice to the satisfaction of the
Minister, and that, if the licensee does not comply with the
notice within the period of the suspension, the Minister may

revoke the licence.

whose licence has been suspended has not
taken or desisted from taking the action as required within the
(4) If a licensee

Revocation

period of the suspension, the Minister may revoke the licence,
New.
in which case subsections 20 (3), (5) and (6) apply.

PART III
WAYSIDE PERMITS

—

23. (1) Any public authority, or any person who has a
contract with a public authority, that requires aggregate for a
temporary project from a source in a part of Ontario designated under section 5 that is not under licence or permit may
apply to the Minister, on a form provided by the Minister, for

J^ppJJ'^*!^
j^'rmit^*'

a wayside permit to operate a pit or quarry.
(2) Subsection 7 (1) does not apply to a person
wayside permit.

who

has a

An

application under subsection (1) shall not be considered unless, in the Minister's opinion,
(3)

(a)

the aggregate
(i)

(ii)

is

Licence not
require

Limitation

required,

project of road construction or road
maintenance, from outside the limits of the
right of way of the highway, or
for a

an urgent project for which no alternative
source of aggregate under licence or permit is
readily available in the vicinity;
for

(b)

the aggregate is necessary for the purposes of a contract or project; and

(c)

adequate provision can be made as conditions of the
permit to ensure a method of operation and rehabilitation so as to cause only a temporary inconvenience to the public.

Every application for a wayside permit shall be accompanied by five copies of the site plan referred to in section 25.

Requiren«nts

(5) The Minister may require an applicant for a wayside
permit to furnish additional information in such form and

j^^^^

(4)
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manner
is

as

is

1989

considered necessary, and, until the information

furnished, further consideration of the appUcation

may be

refused.
Copies to
municipalities

The

upon being satisfied that an appUcation
and the documents accompanying it comply with this Act and the regulations, shall, where applicable,
serve a copy of the application and accompanying documents
(6)

upon the
case

may

which the
Permit fees

Minister,

for a wayside permit

clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the
be, and upon the clerk of the local municipality in
site is

located for their information.

New.

—

24. (1) Every applicant for a wayside permit shall,
before the permit is issued, pay to the Treasurer a prescribed
permit fee or a permit fee as calculated by multiplying the
maximum number of tonnes that the permit authorizes by the
prescribed rate per tonne of aggregate, whichever is the
greater.

Refund of
fee

wayside permit expires or is revoked, the permittee
any remaining balance of the permit
fee calculated by multiplying the number of tonnes that the
permit authorized that were not removed from the site by the
prescribed rate per tonne of aggregate applicable at the date
the permit was issued.
(2) If a

is

entitled to a refund of

Disbursal of
permit fees

(3) Subject to subsection (2), the prescribed percentage of
the total of the wayside permit fees collected shall be disbursed to such municipalities and in such amounts, manner
and for such purposes as are prescribed.

Rehabili-

(4) Subject to subsection (2), the prescribed percentage of
the total of the wayside permit fees collected shall be set apart
for the purposes mentioned in subsection 33 (2).

tation of

abandoned
pits and
quarries

Nonrefundable
fee

Site plans for

pe^nrdts

Idem

(5) Despite subsection (2), the prescribed permit fee

refundable.

is

not

New.

—

25. (1) The sitc plan accompanying an application for a
waysidc permit must be in a style and manner acceptable to
the Minister and must be signed by the applicant.
(2)

The

plan accompanying an application for a waymust show.

site

side permit

map showing

the location of the

(a)

a key

(b)

a general description of the
concession lines, if any;

site,

site;

including lot and
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(c)

the public authority that is a party to the contract
and the number of the project;

(d)

the location of the project;

(e)

the

(f)

the shape, dimensions and hectarage of the site and
the area to be excavated;

(g)

name and

address of the owner of the

213

site;

the existing and estimated final elevations of the
site;

(h)

the use of the land and the location and use of the
buildings and other structures within 150 metres of
the site of the pit or within 500 metres of the site of
the quarry;

(i)

the location, dimensions and use of the buildings
and other structures existing or proposed to be
erected on the site;

and man made features;

(j)

any

(k)

every entrance to and exit from the

(1)

significant natural

site;

any existing and proposed drainage facilities on the
and p)oints of discharge to surface waters;

site

(m) subject to available information, the location of
water wells on and within 300 metres of the site;

(3)

maximum depth of excavation and whether
intended to excavate below the water table;

(n)

the

(o)

the sequence and direction of operation of the pit or
quarry;

(p)

the final rehabilitation plan;

(q)

the approximate scale; and

(r)

any other necessary information respecting the

Every

site

it is

site.

plan submitted with an application under this

fJ^^J^li^'

becomes the property of the Crown upon the permit
New.
applied for being issued.

section

26. The Minister in considering whether to issue or refuse JJj^^^^ Jj
a wayside permit shall have regard to,
Minister
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(a)

any comments provided by the municipalities
which the site is located;

in

(b)

the effect of the operation of the pit or quarry
the environment and nearby communities;

on

(c)

the

amount of aggregate estimated

from the

to be

removed

site;

(d)

the estimated cost of the aggregate for the project
as compared with that from any alternative source
of supply;

(e)

the proper management of the aggregate resources
of the area;

(f)

any previous wayside permits for the site and adjacent lands;

(g)

the rehabilitation of the
with adjacent land;

(h)

any possible

effects

site

and

its

on ground and

compatibility

surface water

resources;

(i)

any proposed aesthetic improvements to the landscape;

(j)

(k)

the main haulage routes and proposed truck traffic
to and from the site; and

such other matters as are considered appropriate.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 12 (2), amended.

—

27. (1) The Minister may in his or her discretion issue a
wayside permit whether or not the location of the site complies with all relevant zoning by-laws.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378,

Issue of
permits

s.

Limitation

12 (3), amended.

No

(2)
result in

wayside permit shall be issued

more than one wayside permit

if

the issuance will

for

one

site at

any

time.
Niagara

Escarpment
Planning

Area

f

^^^'
316

(3) Despite subsection (1), no wayside permit shall be
issued for a site in the Niagara Escarpment Planning Area, as
defined in the Niagara Escarpment Planning and Development
^^^' ^^^^^^ the location of the site complies with a develop-

ment permit issued under

that Act.

.
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(4) Despite subsection (1), no wayside permit shall be
issued for a site zoned and developed for residential use or

zoned as an area having particular environmental
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Exception

sensitivity.

(5) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations governing and limiting the issuance of wayside permits,

Regulations

i^'^

New.

28. The Minister, on issuing a wayside permit, shall,
where applicable, serve a copy of the wayside permit upon the

Copies to
municipalities

clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the case may
be, and upon the clerk of the local municipality in which the
site is

located for their information.

New.

shall operate the permittee's D""" °^
p*"™"***
or quarry in accordance with this Act, the regulations, the
site plan and the conditions of the permit.
R.S.O. 1980,
c. 378, s. 3, s. 4 (4), part, amended.

29. Every wayside permittee

pit

—

30. (1) The Minister may in his or her discretion issue a Pe™'*
wayside permit subject to such conditions as are considered ronSdoS
necessary, including conditions that set out the maximum
amount of aggregate that may be removed, the maximum area
that may be excavated and, subject to section 31, the duration
of the permit.
(2) The Minister may, at any time, add a condition to a
wayside permit or rescind or vary any condition of a wayside

Variation of
conditions

permit.

The

Minister, after taking any action under subsection
serve
notice thereof, including reasons therefor,
(2),
upon the permittee and, where applicable, upon the clerk of
the regional municipality or county, as the case may be, and
upon the clerk of the local municipality in which the site is
located for their information.
New.
(3)

^°*'** J^.
'"""^p®''****

shall

A

31.
wayside permit expires on the completion of the Expiration
^'™*
project in respect of which it was issued or eighteen months
after its date of issue, whichever occurs first.
R.S.O. 1980,
c. 378, s. 12 (4), amended.

—

32. (1) The Minister may, at any time, suspend or
revoke a wayside permit for any contravention of this Act, the
regulations, the site plan or the conditions of the permit,
effective as soon as the notice mentioned in subsection (2) is
served upon the permittee.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 12 (5),
amended.

Suspension
°^

^^°^

of

—
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Notice to

(2) Notice of suspension or revocation of a permit, including reasons therefor, shall be served upon the permittee and,
where applicable, upon the clerk of the regional municipality
or county, as the case may be, and upon the clerk of the local
municipality in which the site is located for their information.

municipalities

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
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Suspension—

(3) xhg Minister may suspend a wayside permit for any
period of time not exceeding six months.

Suspension

(4) The notice mentioned in subsection (2) shall inform the
permittee of the period of the suspension, of the action the
permittee must take or desist from taking before the suspension will be lifted, that the suspension will be lifted as soon as
the permittee has complied with the notice to the satisfaction
of the Minister, and that, if the permittee does not comply
with the notice within the period of the suspension, the Minister may revoke the permit.

further
particulars of

notice

Suspension—
consequence
remedial
action

(5) jf ^ permittee whose pennit has been suspended has not
^^y^^^ ^^ dcsisted from taking the action as required within the

period of the suspension, the Minister

may revoke

the permit.

New.

PART IV
ABANDONED
Abandoned
pits

and

quarries

33.

—

(1)

PITS

The Minister may

AND QUARRIES
declare any pit or quarry for
is not in force to be aban-

which a licence or wayside permit
doned.
(a)

after receiving the consent of the person assessed

for the land

on which the

pit

or quarry

is

located;

and
(b)

where

the
applicable,
after consultation with
regional municipality or county, as the case may be,
and the local municipality in which the pit or quarry

is

^'sbursai for

located.

(2) The Minister may disburse any portion of the fees set
apart under subsections 14 (5) and 24 (4) for,

(a)

pre-program surveys or studies respecting the location, condition and rehabilitation of pits and quarries, for which a licence or wayside permit is not in
force; and

(b)

the rehabilitation of abandoned pits and quarries.

New.
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PARTY

—^ ^
34.
and

in

AGGREGATE PERMITS

except under the authority of
No person
—accordance
with an aggregate permit, operate
or
shall,

(1)

a pit

Aggregate

^Tred

quarry,
(a)

is on land the
surface rights of which are the property of the

to excavate aggregate or topsoil that

Crown;
(b)

to excavate aggregate or topsoil that
of the Crown from land under water;

(c)

to excavate aggregate or topsoil that is the property
of the Crown in a part of Ontario that is not designated under section 5; or

(d)

to excavate aggregate that

Crown from
(2)

is

the property

is not the property of the
land under water.

The excavation of aggregate or

topsoil resulting

from

'<*«'"

non-aggregate mineral extraction from a placer deposit is considered to be the operation of a pit for the purpose of subsection (1).
(3) The removal from the site of stockpiled aggregate or
topsoil that is the property of the Crown and was excavated

•*=•"

under an aggregate permit is considered to be the operation of
a pit for the purpose of subsection (1).

Any

may

apply to the Minister, on a form provided by the Minister, for an aggregate permit to operate a pit
or quarry.
(4)

person

A

person who, except for this subsection, would apply
(5)
for an aggregate permit shall apply for a licence if,
(a)

the site is in a part of Ontario designated under
section 5;

(b)

the site is partly on land the surface rights of which
are the property of the Crown and partly on land
the surface rights of which are not the property of
the Crown; and

(c)

the Minister directs the person in writing to apply
for a licence.

New.

Applications
*

^r^^^

^"

*

required
instead of an

^?S**
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Classes of
aggregate
pennits

35. (1)
commercial aggregate permit authorizes the
excavation of aggregate and topsoil to be used for resale or
commercial purposes or in conjunction with a commercial
undertaking.

Idem

public authority aggregate permit authorizes a public
(2)
authority to excavate aggregate and topsoil for use by the
public authority but not for resale or commercial purposes.

Mem

—

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
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A

A

A

public authority aggregate permit authorizes a person
has a contract with a public authority to excavate aggregate and topsoil for use by that person in a project of the public authority but not for resale or commercial purposes.
(3)

who

A

Idem

personal aggregate permit authorizes an individual or
(4)
a group of individuals to excavate aggregate and topsoil for
use by the individual or group of individuals but not for resale
New.
or commercial purposes.

Information
required

36. (1) Every application for an aggregate permit must
be accompanied by,

Idem

Idem

—

a site plan;

(b)

where applicable, information on any aquatic biological resources that may be affected by the operation of the pit or quarry and measures proposed to
minimize impacts on and to restore aquatic biological habitat on the site; and

(c)

such additional information in such form and manner as the Minister considers necessary.

(2) Until the information mentioned in subsection (1) is
furnished to the Minister's satisfaction, further consideration
of the application may be refused.

The Minister may waive the requirement for a
an application for a personal aggregate permit.

(3)

for
Site plans

(a)

site

plan

(4) The site plan accompanying an application for an aggregate permit in respect of a pit or quarry that is entirely on dry
land must show,

(a)

the location of the

(b)

existing conditions, including the shape, dimensions

site;

and area to be excavated, topography and land use
on the site and within 150 metres of the site;
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and use of any buildings or
other structures existing or proposed to be erected
on the site or existing within 150 metres of the site;

(c)

location, dimensions

(d)

method and phasing of

(e)

estimated final elevations;

(f)
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the operation;

profKDsed progressive rehabilitation and final rehabilitation plans;

(g)

existing

and proposed drainage and points of

dis-

charge to surface water;
(h)

location and size of existing and proposed stockpiles
of overburden and soil and location and size of proposed aggregate stockpile areas;

(i)

location and type of fences;

(j)

all

existing

from the

and proposed entrances to and

exits

site;

(k)

location of the excavation setback limits; and

(I)

the approximate scale.

^^"^
(5) The site plan accompanying an application for an aggregate permit in respect of a pit or quarry located entirely on
land covered by water must show,

(a)

the location of the proposed operation and distance

from the nearest shore and existing shoreline land
uses that may be affected by the operation;
(b)

as nearly as possible the extent

and nature of the

aggregate deposit to be excavated;
(c)

the depth of the water covering the deposit;

(d)

the proposed

The

and

method of operation.

plan accompanying an application for an aggregate permit in respect of a pit or quarry located partly on dry
land and partly on land covered by water must show the
information required in subsection (4) in respect of the dry
land and the information required in subsection (5) in respect
of the land covered by water.
(6)

site

'<**'"
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Idem

(7) Every site plan accompanying an application for an
aggregate permit must be in a style and manner acceptable to
the Minister and must be signed by the applicant.

Waiver, etc.
by Minister

The Minister may require additional information or
waive, vary or reduce the information required under
subsection (4), (5) or (6).
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(8)

may

Plans
property of
the Crown

section

Issue of
aggregate
permits

fixed period of not

(9)

Every

site

plan submitted with an application under this

becomes the property of the Crown upon the aggregate permit applied for being issued.
New.
37.

—

(1)

The Minister may issue an aggregate permit for a
more than five years, subject to such con-

ditions as are considered necessary.
Idem

(2) The Minister, on being satisfied that an applicant for an
aggregate permit requires the use of aggregate in conjunction
with the operation of a producing mine and that use will likely
extend beyond five years, may issue the permit for a term
exceeding five years.

Permit fees

(3)

Every applicant for an aggregate permit shall, before
is issued, pay to the Treasurer a permit fee as pre-

the permit
scribed.
Limitation

R.S.O. 1980,
268

c.

(4) No aggregate permit shall be issued for sand and gravel
where the sand and gravel has been included in a mining claim
as a placer deposit under the Mining Act until the nonaggregate mineral has been removed from the placer deposit.

Conditions

(5) An aggregate permit issued in respect of a pit or quarry
located entirely or partly on land covered by water that is not
the result of excavation below the water table shall contain
such conditions as are considered necessary to minimize
adverse impacts on or to restore aquatic biological habitat on
the site.

Changes

(6) The Minister may at any time add a condition to an
aggregate permit or rescind or vary any condition of such a
permit.

in

conditions

Amendment
of

site

plans

Idem

Public
authority

(7) Subject to sections 43 and 44, the Minister may at any
time require an aggregate permittee to amend the site plan.
(8) An aggregate permittee may amend the site plan at any
New.
time with the approval in writing of the Minister.

38. The
interest,

if of the opinion that it is in the public
authorize a public authority with a project that

Minister,

may
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requires aggregate or topsoil or any person who
with a public authority for such a project to
remove undisturbed aggregate or topsoil in the
the property of the Crown from a site that is
New.
aggregate permit.

has a contract
excavate and

ground that

is

subject to an

— Any person who holds a commercial or public
authority aggregate permit may, before the expiry of the
39.
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(1)

Renewal of
permits

per-

mit, apply to the Minister for another aggregate permit for the
same site to come into effect upon the expiry of the previous

permit.

another aggregate permit is issued for the same site,
the new permit may cover a smaller area than the previous
permit covered and contain different conditions than did the
previous permit and the Minister may require an amendment
New.
to the site plan that accompanied the previous permit.
(2) If

40. Every aggregate permittee

shall carry

on the operation

Change

conditions
and site plan

duties of
^'^'"'

Act, the regulations, the
New.
any, and the conditions of the permit.
in

accordance with

—
prescribed

this

site

plan,

(2)

(1)

A

Upon

personal or public authority aggregate permit

transferable.

is

not

Transfer of

^^"^*

''^em

Revocation,
refusal to
issue

refuse to issue an aggregate permit under section 37

or 39;
(b)

refuse to consent to the transfer of an aggregate
permit; or

(c)

revoke an aggregate permit,

(d)

the Minister considers the issuance, transfer or continuation of the permit to be contrary to the public

if.

interest;

(e)

^

New.

42. The Minister may,
(a)

^"

if

application therefor accompanied by the
transfer fee, the Minister may consent to the transfer of a commercial aggregate permit.

41.

in

in the opinion of the Minister, a substantial amount
of aggregate or topsoil has not been removed from
the site under the permit during the previous twelve
months; or

or

transfer
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(f)

the permittee has contravened any provision of this
Act, the regulations, a site plan or any of the conditions to which the permit is subject.
New.

43.—(1)

Notice to
applicant or

1989

If

the Minister,

permittee

(a)

refuses to issue an aggregate permit to excavate
aggregate or topsoil that is not the property of the

Crown;
(b)

revokes an aggregate permit;

(c)

refuses to issue another aggregate permit;

(d)

proposes to issue another aggregate permit for a
smaller area or with different conditions or site plan
from the previous permit;

(e)

proposes to add, rescind or vary a condition of an
aggregate permit;

(f)

attaches a condition to an aggregate permit issued
under subsection 69 (12) that adds, rescinds or varies a

condition of the permit or licence

it

replaces;

or
(g)

proposes to require the amendment of a

site

plan,

the Minister shall serve forthwith notice thereof including the
reasons therefor upon the applicant or permittee.
R.S.O.
1980, c. 268, s. 119 {\),part, amended.
Time

of
taking effect

Any

action of the Minister under clause (1) (a), (b), (c)
soon as the notice is served upon the
applicant or permittee and, despite the fact that the applicant
(2)

or

(f)

is

effective as

or permittee requires a hearing by the Commissioner, remains
effective until the Minister takes action under subsection

44
No

acdon

eied

(5).

(3)
^^^

Yhg Minister

(1) (d), (e), (f)

shall take no action proposed under clause
or (g) until the thirty days referred to in sub-

section 44 (1) have elapsed.
Where no
hearing

(4) The Minister may carry out a proposal under clause
(1) (d), (e), (f) or (g) if the proposal is not referred to the

Commissioner.
Entitlement
to hearing

—

New.

44. (1) An applicant or aggregate permittee who is
served with a notice mentioned in subsection 43 (1) is entitled
to a hearing by the Commissioner if the applicant or permit-
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tee, within thirty days after being served, serves the Minister
with a notice that a hearing is required.

served with a notice under subsection
(1), shall, within thirty days after being served, refer the mat(2)

The

ter to the

(3)

Minister,

if

Commissioner

for a hearing.

The Commissioner

shall hold a hearing

on a matter

referred under subsection (2) and, after the hearing,
recommendation to the Minister.

(4)

The Commissioner
R.S.O. 1980,

hearing.

c.

shall

268,

make

*'°"«'

the parties to the
119 (2, 4), amended.

CommisAfter considering the recommendation of
......
the Mmister conmay take such
the

(5)

t

1

and

action as

1

» «•

•

shall serve notice of the decision

Recommen-

a commis-

specify

s.

sioner, the Minister
siders appropriate

Hearing

''*«"'

J^**""

^

Minister

on the

parties to the hearing.

(6)

The

45.

decision of the Minister

is final.

Minister may suspend an aggregate
—periodTheof time
months,
not exceeding
(1)

for any

Decision final

New.
permit

suspension of
permit

six

any contravention of this Act, the regulations,
the site plan or the conditions of the permit; or

(a)

for

(b)

if, in the opinion of the Minister, the continuation
of the operation under the permit will likely cause
damage to property or is contrary to the public
R.S.O. 1980, c. 39, s. 4 (7), part,
interest.

amended.
(2) The suspension shall be effective as soon
New.
required notice is served upon the permittee.

as

the Time

of
taking effect

(3) Notice of a susp)ension of an aggregate permit, including ^''"^^Jn
the reasons therefor, shall be served upon the permittee.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 39, s. 4 (7), part, amended.

The

notice of suspension shall inform the aggregate permittee of the period of the suspension, of the action the permittee must take or desist from taking before the suspension
will be lifted, that the suspension will be lifted as soon as the
(4)

permittee has complied with the notice to the satisfaction of
the Minister, and that, if the permittee does not comply with
the notice within the period of the suspension, the Minister
may revoke the permit.

Further
particulars of

notice
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Revocation

(5) If a permittee whose aggregate permit has been suspended has not taken or desisted from taking the action as
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required within the period of the suspension, the Minister may
revoke the aggregate permit, in which case sections 43 and 44

New.

apply.

—

Royalties

45. (1) The Minister shall determine the royalty per
tonne that each aggregate permittee removing from the site
aggregate or topsoil that is property of the Crown must pay,
but in no case shall the royalty be less than the prescribed
minimum royalty, and, in determining the royalty, the Minister shall have regard to the location, quantity, type and accessibility of the aggregate or topsoil and its intended use.

Returns and

(2) Every aggregate permittee shall make a return, when
required by the Minister, showing the quantity of material
removed from the site and, at the same time, enclose the
required royalty payment payable to the Treasurer.

payment

Security or
deposit

(3) The Minister may require an aggregate permittee to
give, in an amount determined by the Minister, security of the

prescribed kind or a deposit for the payment of any royalty
that is due or that may become due under subsection (1).
Recovery of
royalties in
default

The amount of

(4)

under

this section

a defauh in the payment of a royalty

may be recovered by

under subsection
any court of competent

security given

Crown
Exemption
from royalty
payment

(5)

in

No

royalty

is

Licensee

Crown
aggregate or
topsoil pays
royalties

Crown from any
debt due to the

payable by an aggregate permittee,

(a)

who

is

(b)

who

belongs to a class of permittees exempted from

exempted from payment by the Minister; or

payment by the

removing

the

(3) or as a
jurisdiction.

regulations.

apply to a licensee who removes
aggregate or topsoil that is the property of the
the references to "aggregate permittee" were ref-

(6) Subsections (1) to (5)

from the

Crown

as

site
if

erences to "licensee".

New.

PART VI
REHABILITATION
Application
of Part

47. This Part does not apply to a pit or quarry or part
thereof that is covered by water that is not the result of excaNew.
vation of aggregate below the water table.
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48.
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—

Every licensee and every j^ermittee shall perform
progressive rehabilitation and final rehabilitation on the site in
accordance with this Act, the regulations, the site plan and
(1)

Duty

to

rehabilitate
site

the conditions of the licence or permit to the satisfaction of
the Minister.
Mimsters
(2) The Minister, upon being satisfied that a licensee, a
permittee or former permittee has not performed adequate requiring
progressive rehabilitation on the site, may order the licensee, progressive
rehabilitation
•^^
-^^
c
*u
u
*
_r
permittee or former permittee, as the case may be, to perform
within a specified period of time such progressive rehabilitation as the Minister considers necessary and the licensee, permittee or former permittee shall comply with the order.

New.

49. The Minister may waive or reduce

the rehabilitation waiver

requirements, in respect of excavation of aggregate that is the
property of the Crown, if, in the opinion of the Minister, to
New.
do so is not contrary to the public interest.

50.

—

Every licensee

pay to the Treasurer security
and in
R.S.O. 1980, c 378,
the prescribed amount and manner.
s. 11 (1), amended.
(1)

shall

for the rehabilitation of the site at the prescribed time

(2)

Any

RehabiH
security

payments by
licensees

security for the rehabilitation of the site not paid Recovery

by a licensee or former licensee is a debt due to the Crown
and may be recovered by the Crown in any court of competent jurisdiction.

of

paid

New.

—

51. (1) Every person who applies for a permit must,
before the permit is issued, pay to the Treasurer security for
the rehabilitation of the site in the prescribed amount and

Rehabinsecurity

payments by
permittees

manner.
(2) Despite subsection (1), the Minister

may,

in the case

of

waivcr

an aggregate permit, waive the payment, in advance, of the
which event security shall be paid at the prescribed

security in

time.
(3) The Minister may waive any security required under
this section if the Minister does not consider it to be necessary

'<*«"

or in the public interest.
(4) Any security for the rehabilitation of a site not paid by
a permittee or former permittee is a debt due to the Crown
and may be recovered by the Crown in any court of compe-

tent jurisdiction.

New.

Recovery of
sfTKHint not

paid
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Rehabilitation

52.

—

(1)

Sums paid by

1989

a licensee or permittee under sec-

name

security

tion 50 or 51 shall be held in an account in that person's

accounts

and

Interest

(2) Sums paid by a licensee or permittee under section 50
or 51 earn interest at the prescribed rate.

payable

Interest

deemed
security

Partial

shall

be paid out in accordance with the regulations.

(3) Interest

earned under subsection

bihtation security.

53. Every

(2)

is

part of the reha-

New.

licensee or permittee

who

submits proof,

refunds

factory to the Minister, of progressive rehabilitation
site in

accordance with

this

Act, the regulations, the

and the conditions of the licence or permit

is

satis-

on the

site

plan

entitled to a

refund out of the rehabilitation security account in accordance
New.
with the regulations.
Refunds

when

rehabil-

itation fully

performed

Entry upon
site for

rehabilitation

Refunds

54. Every licensee, permittee, former licensee or former
permittee who has submitted proof, satisfactory to the Minister, of final rehabilitation in accordance with this Act, the
regulations, the site plan and the conditions of the licence or
permit is entitled to a refund of the total sum to that person's
New.
credit in the rehabilitation security account.

—

A

55. (1)
licensee, permittee, former licensee or former
permittee who does not, without this subsection, have the
right to enter upon a site not rehabilitated in accordance with
this Act, the regulations, the site plan and the conditions of
the licence or permit may enter upon the site and perform
such rehabilitation as the Minister considers necessary.
(2) Rehabilitation

performed under subsection

rehabilitation for the purpose of section 54.

When
rehabilitation

not

performed

Recovery of
cost

is

final

—

56. (1) The Minister or a person authorized in writing by
the Minister may enter upon a site in respect of which a
licence or permit was revoked or expired and not rehabilitated
in accordance with this Act, the regulations, the site plan and
the conditions of the licence or permit to the satisfaction of
the Minister and may perform such rehabilitation as the Minister considers necessary.

The cost of rehabilitation performed under subsection
a debt due to the Crown by the former licensee or former permittee and shall be paid by the Treasurer out of the
former licensee's or former permittee's rehabilitation security
account.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 11, amended.
(2)

(1)

Disposition
of surplus

(1)

New.

is

(3) Any sum remaining to the credit of the former licensee
or former permittee in that person's rehabilitation security

.
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account after the cost of rehabilitation performed under subbeen paid out shall be paid by the Treasurer to

section (1) has
that person;
(4) If a

sum

to the credit of a former licensee or former Recwvcry

of

deficiency

permittee in the rehabilitation security account is insufficient
to defray the cost of rehabilitation, the amount of the deficiency is a debt due to the Crown by the former licensee or
former permittee and is recoverable by the Crown in any
New.
court of competent jurisdiction.

PART VII
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

—

57. (1) Every person who operates a pit or quarry except
under the authority of a licence or permit is guilty of an
offence.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 4 (1), amended.

operation of
without
licence or

permit

Con'™(2) Every person who contravenes or permits the contravcntion oi
vention of the site plan or a condition of the licence or permit licence.
permit or site
is guilty of an offence.
plan

Every person who contravenes any provision of this Act
R.S.O. 1980,
or the regulations is guilty of an offence.
c. 378, s. 18 (1), pan, amended.
(3)

(4) Every person who hinders or obstructs an inspector in
the performance of the inspector's duties or furnishes the
inspector with false information or refuses to furnish the
R.S.O.
inspector with information is guilty of an offence.
1980, c. 378, s. 13 (2), amended.

58.

—

tion 57

(1)

is

Every person who commits an offence under

liable

on conviction

sec-

Comravcntion ot
Act or
regulations

obstruction
of inspectors

Penalty

to a fine of not less than $500

and not more than $30,000 for each day on which the offence
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 18 (1),
occurs or continues.
amended.
(2) The maximum fine provided under subsection (1) may '**"^^
be increased by an amount equal to the amount of the mone- monetary
tary benefit acquired by or that accrued to the convicted per- benefit
New.
son as a result of the commission of the offence.

Act, the court may, in
addition to imposing a fine under section 58, make such order
as the court considers proper to obtain compliance with this
Act, the regulations, the site plan or any condition of a licence
New.
or permit.

59. In any prosecution under

this

Order

for

compliance
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PART VIII
TERRITORY WITHOUT MUNICIPAL ORGANIZATION
Notice of
application
for licence in
area without
municipal
organization

60.

—

(1)

The

Minister,

upon being

in signs placed in the prescribed
Notice of
publication

Notice of
objection

satisfied that

an appli-

cation for a hcence for a pit or quarry located in territory
without municipal organization and the documents accompanying it comply with this Act and the regulations, shall serve
the applicant with notice that the applicant must cause notice
of the application in the prescribed form to be published in
two successive issues of a newspaper having general circulation in the locality in which the site is located and to be given

manner on the

site.

(2) The applicant shall notify the Minister when the publiNew.
cation of the notice has been completed.
(3) Any person may serve the Minister, within forty-five
days after the second publication under subsection (1) or
within such further period as the Minister may allow, a notice
of objection to the issue of the licence applied for and the reasons therefor.

Idem

(4)

Upon

ister shall

receipt of a notice under subsection (3), the Minprovide the applicant with a copy thereof.

(5) Any person serving a notice under subsection (3) may,
in addition, serve the Minister within the period provided

Notice
requiring
hearing

(3) a notice that the person requires a hearing of the matter before the Board.

under subsection

Reference to

Board

for a

hearing

(6) Upon receipt of a notice under subsection (5) that, in
the opinion of the Minister, discloses an interest in the matter
that is sufficiently substantial to warrant a hearing and is not
frivolous or vexatious, the Minister shall refer the application
R.S.O. 1980,
and the objections to the Board for a hearing.
c.

378,

s.

5 (1, 3),

amended.

Idem

(7) The Minister may, on his or her own motion, refer an
application and objections, if any, to the Board for a hearing.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 5 (4), amended.

What Board
may consider

(8) The Board may consider an application referred to it
under section 34 of the Planning Act, 1983, and an application
New.
referred to it under this section at the same hearing.

at

one

hearing
1983,

c.

1

Publication
of notice

—

61. (1) The Minister shall, in addition to any notice that
required to be served, publish notice of a proposed action
under subsection 13 (2), subsection 16 (1) or (2) or subsection
68 (1) or (2) in respect of a site located in territory without
is

—
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municipal organization in two successive issues of a newspaper
having general circulation in the locality in which the site is
located.

(2)

——

The Minister may dispense with

publication of the

Exception

notice under subsection (1) if the Minister does not consider
the proposal to be a significant matter.
comments
(3) Any person may provide the Minister with comments at
any time up to thirty days after the second publication under
subsection (1) and the Minister may take no action until the
thirty days have elapsed.

notice required to be given by the Minister to a ^°^^ ^°^
Any
(4)
^
^
mformaiion
y.
.
/••/
mumcipality for the purpose of mformation only may, m only
respect of a site located in territory without municipal organization, be given to such persons and in such manner as the
New.
Minister, in his or her discretion, directs.
^.

.

•

,

,

•

PART IX
MISCELLANEOUS
62.

—

Every licensee or permittee shall keep, for a
period of seven years, detailed records of the operation for
which the licence or permit has been issued, including copies
of all documents relating to sales and shipments.
(1)

Record

^'""^

Every licensee or permittee shall make available for inspection
r^i--of records
inspection by any person authorized for the purpose of this
Act all the records required to be kept under subsection (1).
R.S.O. 1980, c. 268, s. 121, amended.
(2)

•

-1

1-J/-1

—

63. (1) If it appears to the Minister that any person is q^^"'™"^
not complying or does not intend to comply with this Act or
the regulations or a site plan or a condition of a licence or
permit, despite the imposition of any penahy for noncompliance, the Minister may apply to a judge of the High
Court for an order directing the person to comply.
(2)

Upon an

may make
(3)

An

application under subsection (1), the judge
such order as he or she considers proper.

appeal lies to the Divisional Court from an order
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 15,
subsection (2).

'<**'"

Appeal

made under
amended.

—

64. (1) Any notice required to be served under this Act
or the regulations is sufficiently served if delivered personally
or sent by registered mail addressed to the p)erson upon whom

Service of
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service

to be

is

made

on the records of the
Idem

(2) Service

made on

the

at the last

1989

address for service appearing

Ministry.

made by
fifth

registered mail shall be deemed to be
day after the day of mailing unless the per-

whom service is being made establishes that the person
did not, acting in good faith, and for cause beyond that person's control, receive the notice until a later date.
R.S.O.
son on

1980,

378,

c.

s.

16,

amended.

65. This Act and the regulations are

Joint effect

in addition to and not
694 of Revised Regulations of
Ontario, 1980, made under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act or any provisions substituted therefor at any time.

in substitution for Regulation

R.S.O. 1980,
c.

321

New.
Act overrides
iaws!^ete.

^

—

55. (1) In the event that this Act and the regulations and
a municipal by-law, official plan or development agreement
treat the same subject-matter in different ways, this Act and
the regulations prevail and the by-law, official plan or development agreement is inoperative to the extent that it differs
from
s.

Retroactive

this

Act and the regulations.

R.S.O. 1980,

c.

378,

17 (2), amended.

(2) Subsection (1) applies whether the by-law, official plan
or development agreement comes into force before or after
this Act.

Power

to

pass by-laws
restricted

R.S.O. 1980,
302

c.

Idem

(3) Every municipal by-law passed under the Municipal
Act, except a by-law passed under paragraph 137 of section
210, that purports to prohibit the carrying on or operating of a
pit or quarry or wayside pit or quarry is inoperative to the
extent that it differs from this Act and the regulations.

(4) Subsection (3) applies to by-laws passed before or after
New.
Act comes into force.

this
Regulations

57, xhg Lieutenant Governor

in

Council

may make

regu-

lations,

(a)

respecting the management
resources of Ontario;

(b)

prescribing material as aggregate;

(c)

prescribing duties of inspectors;

(d)

prescribing or providing for the calculation of fees
and providing for the payment thereof;

of

the

aggregate
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prescribing a rate per tonne of aggregate for the

purpose of calculating fees;
(f)

prescribing the percentage of the total of the annual
licence fees and wayside permit fees collected that
shall be disbursed to municipalities, prescribing the

amounts, manner and purposes of such disbursements and prescribing the municipalities to which
such disbursements shall be made;
(g)

(h)

requiring and providing for the records and information that must be kept and returns that must be
filed by municipalities to which fees are disbursed;
prescribing the percentage of the total of the annual
licence fees and wayside permit fees collected that
may be set apart and disbursed for the purposes

mentioned
(i)

in subsection 33 (2);

respecting the control and operation of pits and
quarries;

(j)

prescribing the

minimum royalty for aggregate that
Crown and providing for the

the property of the
payment thereof;
is

(k)

(1)

exempting a class or classes of aggregate permittees
from the payment of royalties;
prescribing kinds of security for the purposes of
subsection 46 (3);

(m) governing the rehabilitation of
(n)

pits

and quarries;

respecting the form, terms and conditions and time
of payment of rehabilitation security, prescribing a
rate per tonne of aggregate for the purpose of calculating rehabilitation security, prescribing maximum
and minimum amounts per hectare of rehabilitation
security for aggregate operations, prescribing the
rate of interest payable thereon and providing for
refunds from rehabilitation security accounts and
royalty accounts;

(o)

(p)

requiring and providing for the records and information that must be kept and returns that must be
made by licensees and permittees;
prescribing forms for the purposes of this Act and
providing for their use;

231
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(q)

(r)

Relief from

68.

compliance

—

1989

prescribing the size and content of signs required
under subsections 11 (2) and 60 (1) and governing
the placement thereof;

respecting any matter considered necessary or advisable to carry out the intent and purpose of this Act.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 19 (1), amended.
(1)

The

Minister,

trary to the public interest,

if

of the opinion that

may,

it is

in writing, relieve

not con-

any

licen-

see or permittee from compliance in whole or in part with the
regulations.
Idem

(2) The relief granted under subsection (1) is subject to
such conditions as are set out in the instrument giving it.
R.S.O. 1980, c. 378, s. 19 (2), amended.

Idem

(3) The Minister may at any time rescind or vary any relief
granted under subsection (1) upon written notice thereof to
the licensee or permittee.

Notice to

(4) The Minister, if the matter appears to warrant it, shall
serve notice of a proposed relief under subsection (1), including reasons therefor, upon the clerk of the local municipality
in which the site is located and, where applicable, upon the
clerk of the regional municipality or county, as the case may
be, for their information and comment.

municipality

Delay

in

relief

(5) The Minister may not grant relief until the Minister is
served with comments by the municipalities or thirty days
after service of the notice by the Minister, whichever occurs
first.

Pits

and

quarries

under licence

New.

—

69. (1) Despite section 77, the Pits and Quarries Control
^ct and the regulations thereunder continue to apply to,

or permit

under
R.S.O. 1980,
c. 378

(a)

every pit or quarry for which an operator is licensed
under that Act for six months after this Act comes
into force except where the licence expires under
subsection (2) or (3); and

(b)

every
exists

pit or quarry for which a wayside permit
under that Act for the remaining term of the

permit.
Application
for a licence

under
Act

this

R.S.O. 1980,
378

c.

(2)

During the

first

three months after this Act comes into

force an application for replacing a licence for the identical
site under this Act accompanied by the prescribed fee may be
made by a licensee under the Pits and Quarries Control Act in

respect of that licensee's pit or quarry and,

if

an application

is

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
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not so made, the licence under the Pits and Quarries Control R so.
c. 378
Act expires at the end of the three-month period.

Within the six-month period mentioned in subsection
(1), if the appHcant has paid fees and deposited rehabilitation
security as required under the Pits and Quarries Control Act,
the Minister shall issue a licence under this Act in respect of
every application under subsection (2) even if the requirements of section 8 have not been met and whether or not all
relevant zoning by-laws are complied with.
(3)

i980.

Licence to be

^^^^
(4) As soon as a licence is issued under this Act for a pit or
quarry to which this section applies, the licence under the
Pits and Quarries Control Act expires and that Act and the R so.
regulations thereunder cease to apply, but the site plan under
that Act continues in effect until superseded by a site plan

under

i980,

this Act.

^^«" "^*'
(5) Ten copies of the site plan referred to in section 8 or
such lesser number as the Minister indicates must be served requfremems
upon the Minister within six months after the licensee has '« ^ •"«»
been served with a demand therefor by the Minister or within
four years after this Act comes into force, whichever occurs
first.

«. ^ (3)^^
(6) Qauses 7 (3) (a), (b) and (c) and sections 9, 10, 11, 12
and 60 do not apply to applications made under subsection (2) ^^do not
apply

of this section.

Permits and

Despite section 77,
(7)
^
'

licences

"^

(a)

(b)

the Mining Act and the regulations thereunder continue to apply to every pit and quarry for which a
permit exists under that Act; and

under
|^S;2j
cc. 268,

\^'
39

the Beach Protection Act and the regulations thereunder continue to apply to every pit or quarry for
which an operator is licensed under that Act,

for the remaining term of the permit or licence, as the case

may

be, or for twelve

whichever occurs

months

after this

Act comes into force,

first.

Every permit or licence issued under the Pits and Quar- JJV^^^!^
Control Act, the Mining Act or the Beach Protection Act cc. 378, 268,
subsisting on the day that this Act comes into force shall be ^9
deemed to be a permit or licence, as the case may be, issued
under this Act.
(8)

ries

(9)
^ '

Every licence issued under the
•'

Pits

Conand Quarries
*'

Licences
ruled invalid
by court

R.S.O. 1980,
378

c.

234
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Act by the Minister to reflect a change in operator and
not revoked before the day this Act comes into force shall be
deemed to be subsisting for the purpose of subsection (8)
despite the decision of any court.
trol

Expiry of
licences

Every permit or licence referred to in subsection (7)
its terms, does not expire within twelve months after
Act comes into force expires with the twelfth month after
Act comes into force.

(10)
that,
this
this

Application

where permit
or licence

under
R.S.O. 1980,
cc. 268, 39
to expire

on

(11) If a quarry permit under the Mining Act or a licence
under the Beach Protection Act expires because of the appli-

cation of subsection (10), the permittee or licensee may apply
for a replacing aggregate permit, for the identical site, under
this Act by an application accompanied by the prescribed fee
submitted not later than ten months after this Act comes into
force.

Permit to be
issued

Conditions

(12) The Minister shall issue an aggregate permit in respect
of every application under subsection (11) if the applicant has
paid all fees, royalties and security required by this Act under
which the permit or licence was issued.
(13) Subject to sections 20 and 43, the Minister may attach
such conditions as the Minister considers advisable to any
licence issued under subsection (3) or any permit issued under

subsection (12).
Site plan

(14) The site plan accompanying an application under subsection (12) may be a duplicate of the site plan that accompanied the original application unless the Minister directs other-

wise.
Rehabilitation

security

R.S.O. 1980,
cc. 378, 268,

39

Credit for
rehabilitation

(15) All fees, royalties, security and interest on deposit or
payable under the Pits and Quarries Control Act, the Mining
Act or the Beach Protection Act in respect of a licence or
aggregate permit replaced under this section shall be deemed
to be on deposit or payable as provided under this Act.
(16) Any rehabilitation that has been carried out in respect
of a pit or quarry under a permit or licence under an Act
referred to in this section and for which the permittee or licensee has not received credit under that Act before this Act

comes into force shall be deemed
formed for the purpose of this Act.
Non.

'°" °
ss!^/o^
11 (2-9),

60

—

to

be rehabilitation per-

New.

70. (1) Section 10, subsections 11 (2) to (9) and section
60 do not apply to an application for a licence in respect of a
site for which a licence under the Pits and Quarries Control
Act expired under subsection 69 (2) if the application is made
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after the three-month period mentioned in subsection 69 (2)
but within the two-year period after this Act comes into force.

the requirement for a report w^verof
under section 9 for any application under subsection (1).
(2)

The Minister may waive

(3)

The Minister may

.

•

.

1

•

1

cation under subsection (1) whether or not
New.
by-laws are complied with.

71.

—

an appliHI
relevant zoning

issue a Ucence in respect of
/-•x

•

all

Act and the regulations apply to every estaband quarry in a part of Ontario designated under

(1) This

lished pit

with zoning
by-laws

Act applies
and

to pits

quarries in

newly

subsection 5 (2).

designated
areas

The Minister may,

or her absolute discretion,
determine, in cases where doubt exists, whether a pit or
quarry is an established pit or quarry.
(2)

Noncompuance

in his

Determination by
Minister in
cases of

doubt

a person with an established '^^^ *°
operate for
A
J
J
L
designated under subsection limited
a part
pit or quarry
5 (2) may continue to operate the pit or quarry without a v^:^
licence or permit until the six-month period next following the JJence or
p«"™*
date of the designation expires.
(3) Despite subsection

57

^ (1),
of Ontano
r

m
.

•

•

•

•

(4) Despite subsection 57 (1), a person who applies for a J'^,g°j^,^
licence during the six-month period next following the day of umitif
period
without

the designation under subsection 5 (2), and,

licence

(5)

(a)

who

(b)

who

not required by the Minister to refer a matter to the Divisional Court under subsection 13 (6)
may operate an established pit or quarry without a
licence subsequent to such six-month period until
the licence is either issued or refused or the twelvemonth period next following the day of the designation expires, whichever occurs first; or

The

is

is required by the Minister to refer a matter to
the Divisional Court under subsection 13 (6) may
operate an established pit or quarry until the licence
is either issued or refused.

Minister,

if

under subor quarry and

satisfied that the application

section (4) is in respect of an established pit
that the location of the land on which the pit or quarry is situate complies with all relevant zoning by-laws, shall issue a
licence under this Act to the applicant even if the require-

ments of section 8 have not been met.

Licence to be
issued

236
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When new

(6) Ten copies of the site plan referred to in section 8 or
such lesser number as the Minister indicates must be served
upon the Minister within six months after the licensee has
been served with a demand therefor by the Minister or within
four years after this Act comes into force, whichever occurs

plan
requirements

site

to

be met
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first.

ss.

7 (3)

fa-c)

Despite subsection

(7)

9

11 (2-9), 12,

60 do not

Non-

7 (3)

(a), (b)

and (c),
do not

Despite subsection (1), subsections 11 (2) to (9) and
do not apply to an application for an established pit
or Quarry made during the two-year period next following the
(8)

ss'^/rcM),"
60 and
waiver of
s 9

j

r

j

•

j.-

(9) The Minister may waive the requirement for a report
under section 9 for any application under subsection (8).

Person

deemed
licensee

section 60

>.u
day of the designation.

Waiver

from

date of
designation

(10) For the purposes of this Act and the regulations, every
person who has been issued a licence for an established pit or
quarry in a part of Ontario that is designated under subsection
5 (2) shall be deemed to be a licensee from the date of the

designation.
Application

under
R.S.O. 1980,
cc. 378, 268,

39 deemed
application

under
Act

(1), clauses

section 9, subsections 11 (2) to (9), sections 12 and 60
apply to applications made under subsection (4).

this

72.

—

New.

an application for a licence or permit to operbeen made under and complies with
the Pits and Quarries Control Act, the Mining Act or the
Beach Protection Act or a predecessor thereof but no licence
or permit has been issued or refused by the Minister under
one of those Acts before this Act comes into force, the application shall be deemed to be an application made under this
(1) If

ate a pit or quarry has

Act.
Applicant
with tWs"Act

(2)

The

applicant under an application referred to in sub-

section (1) shall

comply under

this

Act with the requirements

of,
(a)

section 7 within six

months

after this

Act comes into

force;
(b)

subsections 23 (3), (4) and (5) and subsection 24 (1)
within six months after this Act comes into force; or

(c)

section 36 within ten

months

after this

Act comes

into force.
Minister

may

consider"
application

Opinion of the Minister, the applicant fails to
(2), the Minister
refuse further consideration of the application.

(3)

jf^

i^ the

comply with the requirements of subsection

may
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an applicant complies with the requirements of sub-

(4) If
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JJ^""*.

section (2), a hearing pending before the Board or Commis- Board
sioner or in respect of which the Board or Commissioner has
not reported to the Minister respecting a matter referred to
the Board or Commissioner under the Pits and Quarries Con- R so.
trol Act, the Mining Act or the Beach Protection Act, as the 39

case may be, shall be
New.
of this Act.

73.

—

deemed

i980.

to be a hearing for the purposes

(1) Subject to subsection (2), despite the fact that a J^^'^iJ^^j.^
been issued, no person shall operate a "^'rpmenT^

licence or permit has

quarry nearer to the natural edge of the Niagara escarpment
than 200 metres measured horizontally.

No

person holding a licence for a quarry under the Pits
this Act comes into force and
who is issued a licence for the quarry under this Act shall
operate the quarry nearer to the natural edge of the Niagara
escarpment than ninety metres measured horizontally.
(2)

'<*«"'

and Quarries Control Act when

Dctermi(3) For the purposes of subsection (1) or (2), the natural
edge of the Niagara escarpment is the natural edge deter- natS^edge
mined by the Minister.
New.

74. For the purposes of section 27 and subsection 69 (3), if
the location of a pit or quarry for which a licence or wayside
permit has been issued contravenes a zoning by-law, the
licence or permit prevails and the by-law does not apply to the
site.

Licence or

^^!^

New.

75. For the purposes of this Act, aggregate that is not
removed from the site as aggregate but is used on the site,
(a)

in the

Aggregate

removed

manufacture of cement, concrete blocks, conmix or any

crete pipes, bricks, asphalt, concrete

other product; or
(b)

shall

or maintenance of a structure or
road, other than a road constructed primarily for
the operation of a pit or quarry,
in the construction

be deemed to have been removed from the

site.

New.

—

76. (1) Every quarry permit issued under Part VII of the
Mining Act and every licence issued under the Beach Protection Act that is subsisting when this Act comes into force continues in force until

its

expiry date or for a further twelve

months, whichever occurs

first.

'"^
[J^JJJJ^*

under
R.S.O. 1980.
cc. 268. 39
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Idem

(2) For the purpose of section 34, the holder of a permit or
Hcence referred to in subsection (1) shall be deemed to be an

AGGREGATE RESOURCES

aggregate permittee.

1989

New.

Repeals

77. The Pits and Quarries Control Act, being chapter 378
of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1980, the Pits and Quarries Control Amendment Act, 1988, being chapter 55, the
Beach Protection Act, being chapter 39 of the Revised Statutes
of Ontario, 1980, and Part VII of the Mining Act, being chapter 268 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1980, are repealed.

Commence-

78. This Act comes into force on a day to be named by
proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor.

ment

Short

title

79. The short
Act, 1989.

title

of this Act

is

the Aggregate Resources

